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Wrangle, rope and tie those stray cab seat belts.
Here are three ways to tame those seat belts.
Originated Harry Pinchot, submitted by Richard Cox

AP PRO X. MOD IFICATION TIME 1 0 min.
P ARTS LIST
All prices are approximate and pre-tax.
Two mini-bungee cords, 12“
APPROX. TOTAL COST OF PARTS

< $1each
~ $2

INSTRUCTIO NS
Installing the bungee cords is best accomplished by kneeling on the front
seat while facing the seat back. Position a knee on the seat cushion close to
the seat back and depress the cushion as much as possible. Reach in with
one hand between the cushion and the back and locate a metal rod running
horizontally across the width of the seat. You will want to get to the rod
close to the edge of the seat. On the driver’s seat, this will be on the left as
you are facing the seat, and it will be on the right for the passenger seat.
Hook one end of the bungee cord over the rod and bring the other end out
towards the edge of the seat. (NOTE: On some drivers seats there may be a
rod for a lumbar adjustment; do not hook the cord to this rod.) Wrap the
cord around the seat belt cable just below the buckle and secure with the
hook on the other end of cord. Unhook and unwrap the cord to turn the seat.
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From the Rialta Yahoo site, submitted by Holly Towne

APPRO X. MO DI FIC ATI ON TI ME 10 min.

PARTS LIST
All prices are approximate and pre-tax.
Two mini-bungee cords, 12“
Two carabiner clips
APPROX. TOTAL COST OF PARTS

< $1each
$2 each
~ $6

INSTRU CTIO NS
Hook both ends of the bungee cord around the bar in the seat, as described
in the above version of this modification. Attach a carabiner clip to the loop
and snap it over the stem of the seat belt anchor. Release the clip whenever
you want to turn the cab seat.
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Originated El Hargis, submitted by Ray Wilkes

APPROX. MODIFICATION TIME 2 min.
PARTS LIST
All prices are approximate and pre-tax.
Two bungee cords 6" to 10“ with the two ends of the bungee
cords are linked together by a plastic ball
APPROX. TOTAL COST OF PARTS

< $1
each
~ $2

INSTRUCTIONS
Since we want to turn the right seat each night, all we do is loop the ball
bungee around the seat belt anchor, and back through itself. Then just push
the ball part of the bungee down in between the back of the seat and the
seat itself. This way, to turn the seat, just remove the ball from the seat
crack and turn the chair.
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